Drumroll, please, and let's lift this curtain! On the following pages, Fleet Owner reveals this year's winners of its Fleet of the Year Awards — one each from the for-hire, private and vocational segments of trucking. Each honoree has been selected by the editors in recognition of the innovative management techniques they have implemented to benefit their operations.

We recognize each of these winning fleets for achievements that fully reveal excellence in management. That's why nominations are not sought for these awards nor are they linked to any industry association or influenced by any outside group.

Fleet Owner editors keep their eyes peeled for candidates as they cover trucking throughout the year. In the fall, the editors confer to determine the trucking operations to be honored here.

The challenges facing for-hire, private and vocational fleets may vary widely, but all our honorees exemplify the mark of leadership we are proud to salute with Fleet Owner's 8th annual Fleet of the Year Awards: significant innovation in truck fleet management.

WINNERS

**For Hire FOY: Pitt Ohio Express**

Dec 1, 2009 12:00 PM

PITTSBURGH, PA The all-consuming goal for many for-hire trucking firms has been just to get through this year but not so for Pitt Ohio Express...

**Vocational FOY: NYC Dept. of Sanitation**

Dec 1, 2009 12:00 PM

NEW YORK, NY Given the brawny nickname New York's Strongest it's earned by keeping a shine on the Big Apple for almost 130 years, it's no wonder the New York City Dept. of Sanitation (DSNY) did not wait idly by for manufacturers to roll out hybrids for its heavy-duty refuse collection fleet...
2009 Private FOY: Coca-Cola Enterprises

Dec 1, 2009 12:00 PM

ATLANTA, GA The Coca-Cola Enterprises (CCE) private fleet is pulling out all the stops to help the world’s big red brand Coke go greener and greener...

RUNNERS-UP

FOR-HIRE

Evans Network of Companies
Schuylkill Haven, PA
Assisted its contractors in going green

A. Duie Pyle
West Chester, PA
Shrewdly expanded during the downturn

PRIVATE

General Nutrition Centers
Pittsburgh, PA
Positioned drivers to deliver its success

AT&T
San Antonio, TX
Launched 20% fleet conversion to alternative power

VOCATIONAL

GCC Ready Mix
Tulsa, OK
Tracked costs and benchmarked nationally

Bexar County
Bexar, TX
Began greening diverse municipal fleet
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